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A locally convex cone is called linear over R (resp. C) if the scalar multiplication
is extended to all real (resp. complex) numbers and a weakened version of the dis-
tributive law holds. We show that every locally convex cone may be embedded into
a cone that is linear over R (resp. C). We investigate continuous linear functionals
on these cones and introduce a new (modular) topology.  1997 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
A cone is a set P endowed with an addition and a scalar multiplication
for non-negative real numbers. The addition is associative and commutative,
and there is a neutral element 0 # P. For the scalar multiplication the usual
associative and distributive properties hold, i.e., :(;a)=(:;)a, (:+;)a=
:a+;a, :(a+b)=:a+;a, 1a=a, and 0a=0 for all a, b # P and :, ;0.
The cancellation law, stating that a+c=b+c implies a=b, however, is
not required in general. It holds if and only if the cone P may be embedded
into a real vector space.
A linear functional is a mapping + : P  R =R _ [+] such that +(a+b)
=+(a)++(b) and +(:a)=:+(a) for all a, b # P and :0. In R we consider
the usual algebraic operations, in particular :+=+ for all : # R ,
: } (+)=+ for all :>0 and 0 } (+)=0. Note that linear functionals
can assume only finite values in elements a # P that have an additive
inverse &a # P.
An ordered cone P carries a (partial) order, i.e., a reflexive transitive
relation  such that ab implies a+cb+c and :a:b for all a, b,
c # P and :0. A linear functional + on an ordered cone is called monotone
if ab implies +(a)+(b).
The theory of locally convex cones as developed in [3] introduces a
topological structure on an ordered cone using order theoretical concepts.
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We shall cite the main concepts and globally refer to [3] for details and
proofs:
A full locally convex cone (P, V ) is an ordered cone P that contains an
abstract neighborhood system V, i.e., a subset of positive elements that is
directed downward, closed for addition and multiplication by (strictly)
positive scalars. The elements v of V define upper resp. lower neighborhoods
for the elements of P by
v(a)=[b # P | ba+v] resp. a(v)=[b # P | ab+v],
creating the upper resp. lower topologies on P. Their common refinement is
called the symmetric topology. All elements of P are supposed to be bounded
below, i.e., for every a # P and v # V we have 0a+\v for some \>0.
Finally, a locally convex cone (P, V ) is a subcone of a full locally convex
cone not necessarily containing the abstract neighborhood system V. Every
locally convex ordered topolocigal vector space is a locally convex cone in
this sense, as it may be canonically embedded into a full locally convex
cone (c.f. [3], Example I.2.7).
The polar v% of a neighborhood v # V consists of all linear functionals +
on P satisfying +(a)+(b)+1, whenever ab+v for a, b # P. The union
of all polars of neighborhoods forms the dual cone P* of P. The functionals
belonging to P* are said to be (uniformly) continuous. Continuity requires
that + is monotone, and for a full cone P it means just that +(v)1 holds
for some v # V in addition. We endow P* with the topology w(P*, P) of
pointwise convergence of the elements of P, considered as functions on P*
with values in R with its usual topology. The polar v% of a neighborhood
v # V is seen to be w(P*, P)-compact and convex ([3], Theorem II.2.4).
HahnBanach type extension and separation theorems for locally convex
cones were established in [3, 4]. Theorem II.2.9 from [3] (a more general
version is Theorem 4.1 from [4]) states that for a subcone (Q, V ) of (P, V )
every linear functional in v%/Q* extends to an element of v%/P*.
In this paper we investigate locally convex cones endowed with a scalar
multiplication that is extended to all scalars in R resp. C. Our model is
the cone of all non-empty convex subsets of a (real or complex) vector
space with its usual algebraic operations and the set inclusion as order.
The scalar multiplication is naturally extended to all (real or complex)
numbers, but only a weakened version of the distributive law holds for
non-positive scalars.
In Section 2 we introduce locally convex cones that are linear over R
or C. We provide examples and show that every locally convex cone may
be embedded into such an extended cone. In Section 3 we investigate the
modular topology which is finer than the given topology of a linear cone P.
Its dual P*m corresponds to the full dual of a locally convex ordered
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topological vector space, whereas the given dual P* corresponds to the
subcone of positive functionals. In analogy to the decomposition of linear
functionals on ordered vector spaces into positive ones, we develop an
integral representation for functionals in P*m by those in P*. The func-
tionals in P* and P*m are homogeneous only with respect to the multi-
plication by positive scalars. But they correspond to certain set-valued
functionals on P that are additive and homogeneous with respect to all
scalars in R resp. C. Their values are convex subsets of the scalar field,
singleton sets for invertible elements of P.
2. LOCALLY CONVEX CONES OVER R OR C
Throughout this paper K will denote either the field of the real or
the complex numbers, 2=[$ # K | |$|1] the closed unit disc, and 1=
[# # K | |#|=1] the unit sphere in K.
We shall say that an ordered cone P is linear over K if the scalar multi-
plication is extended to all scalars in K and in addition to the requirements
for an ordered cone satisfies
:(a+b)=:a+:b for all a, b # P and : # K,
:(;:)=(:;)a for all a # P and :, ; # K,
(:+;)a:a+;a for all a # P and :, ; # K.
The weakened version of the distributive law for the scalar multiplication
by non-positive scalars makes it necessary to distinguish carefully between
the additive inverse &a of an element a # P which may exist in P, and the
element (&1) a # P. Both need not to coincide.
We define the modular order Pm for elements a, b # P by
aPm b if #a#b for all # # 1.
The basic properties of an order relation are easily checked. Likewise, the
relation Pm is seen to be compatible with the extended algebraic operations
in P, i.e. aPm b implies that *aPm *b and a+cPm b+c for all * # K and
c # P. Obviously aPm b implies ab. Our version of the distributive law
yields that even (:+;)aPm :a+;a holds for all a # P and :, ; # K. Using
the modular order we define an equivalence relation tm on P by
a tm b if aPm b and bPm a.
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We shall say that an element a # P is m~ -invertible if there is b # P such
that a+b tm 0. Note that any two m~ -inverses of the same element a are
equivalent in the above sense. We summarize a few observations:
Lemma 2.1. Let P be an ordered cone that is linear over K. Then
(a) :0=0 for all : # K.
(b) 0Pm a+(&1)a for all a # P.
(c) If a # P is m~ -invertible, then (:+;)a tm :a+;a holds for all
:, ; # K and (&1)a tm b for all m~ -inverses b of a.
(d) If both a, b # P are m~ -invertible, then aPm b implies a tm b.
Proof. (a) If :=0, this follows from the definition of a cone. If :{0,
we deduce
0=1 } 0=(::&1)0=:(:&10)=:(:&10+0)=1 } 0+:0=0+:0=:0.
(b) The distributive law yields
0=0a=(1+(&1))aPm 1a+(&1)a=a+(&1)a.
(c) If b # P is a m~ -inverse of a # P, then both bPmb+(a+(&1)a)=
(a+b)+(&1)aPm (&1)a and (&1)aPm+(b+(&1)b)=(&1)(a+b)+b
Pm b. Thus (&1)a tm b and a+(&1)a tm a+b tm 0. For :, ; # K we infer
:a+;a=:a+(:+;&:)aPm(:+;)a+:(a+(&1)a)Pm (:+;)a.
The reverse inequalitiy follows from the distributive law, and we conclude
that (;+:)a tm a+;a, indeed.
(d) If both a, b # P are m~ -invertible, then (&1)a resp. (&1)b are
weak inverses of a resp. b by part (c). As aPm b implies (&1)aPm (&1)b,
we realize that bPm b+((&1)a+a)Pm(b+(&1)b))+aPm a holds as
well. K
If (P, V ) is a locally convex cone and P is linear over K, then the
neighborhoods v # V and the modular order on P give rise to correspond-
ing modular neighborhoods vm # Vm in the following way: For a, b # P and
v # V we define
aPm b+vm if #a#b+v for all # # 1.
Clearly aPm b+vm implies that *aPm *b+|*| vm for all * # K. We denote
the system of modular neighborhoods on P by Vm . If we require that every
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element a # P is also bounded below with respect to these modular
neighborhoods; i.e., if for every v # V there is *>0 such that
0#a+*v for all # # 1,
then (P, Vm) with the modular order is again a locally convex cone. In this
case we shall say that (P, V ) is a locally convex cone over K. The respective
(upper, lower and symmetric) modular topologies on P are finer than those
resulting from the original neighborhoods in V.
Examples 2.2. (a) Let P=K =K _ [] be endowed with the usual
algebraic operations, in particular a+= for all a # K , : } = for
all 0{: # K and 0 } =0. The order on K is defined by
ab if b= or R(a)R(b).
With the neighborhood system V=[=>0], K is a full locally convex cone.
It is easily checked that K is linear over K. The modular order on K
is identified as aPm b if either b= or a=b. For v== # V we have
aPm b+vm if either b= or |a&b|=.
(b) The following is the principal model for our theory: Let (E, )
be a locally convex ordered topological vector space over K and let P=
Conv(E) be the cone of all non-empty closed convex subsets of E, endowed
with the usual multiplication of sets by scalars, i.e., :A=[:a | a # A] for
: # K and A # P, and a slightly modified addition , where AB
denotes the toplogical closure of the usual sum of the sets A and B. For
A # P we denote by a A the decreasing subset of E generated by A,
[e # E | ea for some a # A], and by a A the closure of a A. Both sets
are again convex, hence in P, and a A is again decreasing. We define the
order on P by
AB if A/ a B.
The requirements for a cone that is linear over K are easily checked.
Considering the modular order on P, for A # P we denote by
a
m
A= ,
# # 1
(# a (#A))
(for K=R this is just the order interval generated by A) and by a
m
A the
closure of a
m
A. Thus
APm B if A/ a
m
B.
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The abstract neighborhood system in P is given by a basis V/P of closed
absolutely convex neighborhoods of the origin in E. As elements of P they
define neighborhoods in P by means of the order relations  and Pm .
Moreover, we observe that for every A # P and V # V there is \>0 such
that \V & A{<. This yields [0]/A+\V and even [0]/#A+\V for
all # # 1 as the neighborhoods were supposed to be absolutely convex.
Therefore [0]Pm A+\V, and every element A # P is indeed m-bounded
below, thus fulfilling the last requirement for a locally convex cone over K.
This example may easily be generalized if we replace the vector space E by
a locally convex cone over K.
The case E=K with the order from 2.2(a), i.e., ab if R(a)R(b), is
of particular interest for our upcoming investigation of linear functionals:
For A, B # Conv(K) we realize that AB if sup[R(a) | a # A]
sup[R(b) | b # B] and APm B if A/B. For =>0 the neighborhood
=2 # V is determined by
AB=2 if sup[R(a) | a # A]sup[R(b) | b # B]+=,
and APm B=2m if A/B=2.
(c) Let P consist of all R -valued functions f on [&1, +1] that are
uniformly bounded below and satisfy 0 f (x)+f (&x) for all x # [&1, +1].
Endowed with the pointwise addition and multiplication by positive
scalars, the order f  g if f (x) g(x) for all 0x1, and the neighbor-
hood system V consisting of the (strictly) positive constants, P is a full
locally convex cone. We may extend the scalar multiplication to negative
reals : and f # P by
:f (x)=(&:) f (&x) for all x # [&1, +1].
Thus P is seen to be linear over R. The modular order on P is the
pointwise order on the whole interval [&1, +1].
(d) A generalized version of our previous example is the following:
Let X be any set, and let P consist of all K -valued functions on X_K
satisfying
f (x, \:)=\f (x, :) and f (x, :+;) f (x, :)+f (x, ;)
for all x # X, \0 and :, ; # K. (For the order on K cf. part (a).) For
;=&: this condition implies in particular that 0 f (x, :)+f (x, &:)
holds for all (x, :) # X_K, and for K=R its second part reduces to the
latter. With the pointwise addition and multiplication by non-negative
scalars, the order f  g if f (x, 1) g(x, 1) for all x # X, therefore P is an
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ordered cone. The scalar multiplication may be extended to all numbers
: # K by
(:f )(x, #)= f (x, :#) for all (x, #) # X_K.
The requirements for a linear cone over K, i.e., :( f+g)=:f+:g, :(;f )=
(:;) f and (:+;) f:f+;f for all f, g # P and :, ; # K follow straight
from the preceding condition. Note that all functions f : X_K  K such
that f (x, :)=:f (x, 1) (and their negatives) are contained in P, likewise all
non-negative real-valued functions f such that f (x, :)= f (x, |:| ) for all
(x, :) # X_K. The modular order on P is the pointwise order on the whole
set X_K. A neighborhood system V may be given by any family V of non-
negative real-valued functions v on X that is directed downward and closed
for addition and multiplication by positive scalars. The neighborhoods are
defined by f  g+v if f (x, 1)g(x, 1)+v(x) for all x # X. Any subcone Q
of P whose elements are m-bounded below with respect to these neighbor-
hoods, together with V forms a locally convex cone over K. This example
may be further generalized if we replace the range K of the functions in P
by any locally convex cone.
The global preorder P on a locally convex cone (P, V ) (cf. [3, Chap.
I.3]) is defined as follows: For a, b # P we say that
aPb if ab+v for all v # V.
Endowed with this preorder and the neighborhood system V, (P, V ) is
again a locally convex cone. Clearly ab in the original order implies that
aPb. Every linear functional + # P* is monotone with respect to the global
preorder.
While all elements of a locally convex cone are bounded below, they
need not be bounded above. An element a # P is called bounded (above)
(cf. [3, I.2.3]) if for every v # V there is *>0 such that a*v. By B we
denote the subcone of P all bounded elements. B is even a face of P, as
a+b # B for a, b # P implies that both a, b # B. Bounded elements satisfy a
modified version of the cancellation law, i.e. a+cPb+c for a, b # P and
c # B implies that aPb (cf. [3, I.4.5]). Moreover, continuous linear func-
tionals take only finite values on B. Correspondingly, for a locally convex
cone over K we shall denote by Bm the subcone of all m-bounded elements,
i.e. those elements a # P such that for every v # V there is *>0 such that
aPm *vm . Clearly Bm/B.
Theorem 2.3. Every locally convex cone (P, V ) may be embedded into a
locally convex cone (P , V ) over K. The embedding is linear, one-to-one and
preserves the global preorder and the neighborhoods of P. All bounded elements
a # P are mapped onto m-bounded elements of P and are m~ -invertible in P .
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Proof. We shall first consider the case that K=R. We choose P =P2,
endowed with the canonical (componentwise) addition and multiplication
by non-negative scalars. We define an order  on P by
(a, b)(a$, b$)  {either b$  Bor b, b$ # B and a+b$Pb+a$.
We check the main properties for an order on a cone: For transitivity, let
(a, b)(a$, b$) and (a$, b$)(a", b"). If b"  B, we have nothing to prove.
Otherwise, all b, b$, b" # B and a+b$Pb+a$ and a$+b"Pb$+a". Adding
b" to the first and b to the second inequality yields
a+b$+b"Pb+a$+b"Pb+b$+a",
hence a+b"Pb+a" by the cancellation law for bounded elements. This
shows (a, b)(a", b"), indeed. For compatibility with the addition in P , let
(a, b)(a$, b$) and (c, d) # P . We have to show that (a+c, b+d)(a$+c,
b$+d ). This holds true if b$+d  B. Otherwise, as B is a face, both b$, d # B.
Thus b, b+d # B as well, and a+b$Pb+a$ implies that (a+c)+(b$+d )
P (b+d )+(a$+c), indeed. We define the neighborhoods v # V on P by
(a, b)(a$, b$)+v  {either b$  Bor b, b$ # B and a+b$Pb+a$+v.
Clearly every element (a, b) # P is bounded below with respect to these
neighborhoods, as (0, 0)(a, b)+*v means that either b  B or b*v.
Thus (P , V ) becomes a locally convex cone. An element (a, b) is seen to be
bounded in P if both a, b # B. The mapping
a [ (a, 0) : P  P
is linear, is one-to-one, and preserves the local preorder and the neighbor-
hoods of P, as aPb+v holds if and only if (a, 0)(b, 0)+v. Next we
observe that (0, 0)(a, a) holds for all a # P, and (a, a)(0, 0) holds if
a # B.
We are ready to extend the scalar multiplication on P to negative reals
and set
:(a, b)=((&:)b, (&:)a) for (a, b) # P and :<0.
The properties of a locally convex cone over R are easily checked. Further-
more, the bounded and the m-bounded elements in P coincide, and for any
bounded (a, b) # P , i.e., a, b # B, we observe that (a, b)+(b, a) tm 0, hence
(a, b) is m~ -invertible.
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This completes our proof for the real case. In order to cover the complex
case we shall show that every locally convex cone (P, V ) over R may be
embedded into a locally convex cone (P , V ) over C. We set
P =[a+ib | a, b # P]
with the obvious addition and the multiplication by complex scalars
\+i_ # C defined as
(\+i_)(a+ib)=(\a+(&_)b)+i(_a+\b).
The order on P is given by
a+ibc+id if ac
and the neighborhoods v # V by
a+ibc+id+v if ac+v.
All the required properties of a locally convex cone over C are easily
checked. The canonical embedding a [ a+i0 : P  P is linear, one-to-one,
preserves the order and the neighborhoods of P; m-bounded elements of P
are mapped onto m-bounded elements of P . K
3. THE MODULAR DUAL
In the following let (P, V ) be a locally convex cone over K. Endowed
with the corresponding modular neighborhood system, (P, Vm) is again a
locally convex cone. We denote the dual cone of (P, Vm) by P*m and refer
to it as the modular dual of P. As continuity with respect to the given topol-
ogy implies continuity with respect to the modular topology we obviously
have P*/P*m . By v%m we denote the (modular) polar of the neighborhood
vm # Vm , i.e., the set of all linear functionals + # P*m such that aPm b+vm
for a, b # P implies that +(a)+(b)+1.
Monotone linear functionals +: P  R are required to be homogeneous
only with respect to the multiplication by positive reals. For negative reals
:<0 the relation :a+(&:)a0, established in Lemma 2.1(b), yields
+(:a):+(a). But for complex numbers : in general we fail to recognize
any obvious relation between +(:a) and :+(a). This may be remedied, at
least for a large class of functionals in P*m , by the following procedure:
We shall say that an element a # P is m-continuous if the mapping
# [ #a : 1  P
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is uniformly continuous with respect to the upper topology on P, i.e. if for
every v # V there is =>0 such that #a#$a+v holds for all #, #$ # 1 satis-
fying |#&#$|=. For K=R this condition is obviously void. For K=C,
however, the m-continuous elements form a subcone of P which we shall
denote by Cm . If the element a # P is bounded with respect to the modular
topology, i.e., for every v # V there is *>0 such that aPm vm , then
|#&#$|= implies that
#a#$a+(#&#$)a#$a+=*v,
hence Bm/Cm . We shall investigate linear functionals on P that are
already determined by their values on Cm . In this vein, we shall say that
a functional + # P*m is regular if
+(a)=sup[+(c) | c # Cm , cPm a]
holds for all a # P. For K=R, of course, as all elements a # P are
m-continuous, every + # P*m is regular. For any + # P*m and a fixed element
a # P the mapping
# [ +(#a): K  R
is sublinear by our version of the distributive law. If a # Cm , then this
mapping is even continuous on 1/K, hence on K"[0]. If + # P*m is
regular, then
+(#a)=sup[+(#c) | c # Cm , cPm a]
holds for all # # K, and the mapping # [ +(#a) : K  R is seen to be
sublinear and lower semicontinuous with respect to the usual (one-point
compactification) topology on R .
A well-known version of the HahnBanach theorem (cf. Theorem 3.4 in
[1] or Theorem 5.1 in [4]) guarantees that a lower semicontinuous sub-
linear functional on a locally convex vector space (or cone) with values in
R is the pointwise supremum of all continuous real linear functionals that
it dominates. On K every such linear functional is of the type # [ R(#:)
with a certain number : # K. For a regular linear functional + # P*m and
every a # P we may therefore define a corresponding set-valued function
+c : P  Conv(K) by
+c(a)=[: # K | R(#:)+(#a) for all # # K].
The regularity of + yields that +c(a) is non-empty, obviously closed and
convex in K, and that
+(#a)=sup[R(#:) | : # +c(a)]
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holds for all # # K. The latter shows in particular that the correspondence
between + and +c is one-to-one. For K=R the values of +c are closed
intervals in R; more precisely:
+c(a)=[&+((&1)a) , +(a)] & R.
We proceed to establish some properties of the mapping +c : P  Conv(K),
most importantly, that this mapping is additive and homogeneous with
respect to the multiplication by all scalars in K. Recall from Example 2.2(b)
that Conv(K), endowed with the usual multiplication by scalars in K and
the addition  is a full locally convex cone over K. The modular neigh-
borhoods in Conv(K) are the positive multiples of the closed unit disc
2/K.
Lemma 3.1. Let +: P  R be a regular monotone linear functional. For
+c : P  Conv(K) the following hold :
(a) +c(a) is a non-empty closed convex subset of K.
(b) +c(a+b)=+c(a)+c(b) for all a, b # P.
(c) +c(:a)=:+c(a) for all a # P and : # K.
(d) If a # P is m~ -invertible, then +c(a) is a singleton subset of K.
(e) +c is continuous with respect to the modular topologies on P and
Conv(K); more precisely: if + # v%m and aPm b+vm for a, b # P, then +c(a)/
+c(b)2.
Proof. Part (a) follows from the remarks preceding the lemma.
(b) For a, b # P let : # +c(a) and ; # +c(b). Then
R(#(:+;))=R(#:)+R(#;)+(#a)++(#b)=+(#(a+b))
holds for all # # K, hence :+; # +c(a+b). This shows that
+c(a)+c(b)=+c(a)++c(b)/+c(a+b).
If on the other hand $  +c(a)+c(b), then there is # # K such that
R(#$)>sup[R(#(:+;)) | : # +c(a), ; # +c(b)]
=sup[R(#:) | : # +c(a)]+sup[R(#;) | ; # +c(b)]
=+(#a)++(#b)=+(#(a+b)) .
Therefore $  +c(a+b).
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(c) For a # P we have [0]=0+c(a)=+c(0). For :{0 and ; # +c(a)
therefore
R(#(:;))=R((#:);)+((#:)a)=+(#(:a))
for all # # K, hence :; # +c(:a). This shows :+c(a)/+c(:a). Replacing a by
:a and : by :&1 yields the reverse inclusion.
(e) Let + # v%m and aPm b+vm . Then +(#a)+(#b)+|#| holds for all
# # K. For every :  +c(b)2, repeating the argument from part (b), we
can find some # # K such that
R(#:)>sup[R(#(;+$)) | ; # +c(b), $ # 2]=+(#b)+|#|.
This yields :  +(a).
(d) Let b be a m~ -inverse of a # P. Then 0Pm a+bPm 0 by the defini-
tion of a m~ -inverse. Part (e) of our lemma implies that +c is monotone with
respect to the modular order on P, hence
[0]/+c(a+b)=+c(a)+c(b)/[0].
Thus both +c(a) and +c(b) must be singleton sets, indeed. K
Example 3.2. Reviewing our Example 2.2(b), i.e. the locally convex
cone P=Conv(E) over K, where (E, ) denotes a locally convex ordered
topological vector space, we realize that for every K-valued continuous
linear functional f on E, the mapping + : P  R such that
+(A)=sup[R( f (a)) | a # A]
is linear, an element of P*m and obviously regular. The corresponding
set-valued functional +c : P  Conv(K) is given by
+c(A)=[ f (a) | a # A].
We remark that in the complex case, even for E=C, one may find
examples of non-regular linear functionals in P*m .
We shall proceed to construct a decomposition for regular functionals
+ # P*m into functionals in P*. In a locally convex ordered topological
vector space over R every continuous linear functional may be expressed as
a difference of two positive ones (cf. [5, IV.3.2]). A similar decomposition
is available in the complex case. Our more general setting, however, will
require the use of integrals instead of sums. Let us denote by arg(#) # [0, 2?)
the principle argument of a complex number #{0. We consider intervals
in 1 of the form E#1 , #2=[# # 1 | arg(##1)<arg(#2 #1)] for #1 , #2 # 1. The
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length of E is |E |=arg(#2 #1). We denote the ring of all finite unions of
these intervals by R. A P*-valued m-integrating family (E)E # R on 1 is a
set function
E [ E : R  P*
such that <=0 and E _ F=E+F for disjoint intervals E, F # R. We
require that there is a neighborhood v # V such that
:
n
i=1
Ei (ai) :
n
i=1
Ei (bi)+1
holds for any choice of disjoint intervals Ei # R and ai , bi # P such that
aibi+v . Let P be the cone of all P-valued functions f on 1 that are
uniformly bounded below, i.e. for every v # V there is *>0 such that
0 f (#)+*v for all # # 1. With the pointwise operations, order and the
neighborhoods v~ # V corresponding to v # V, defined by
f  g+v~ if f (#) g(#)+v for all # # 1,
therefore (P , V ) is a locally convex cone.
Let BC (1 ) denote the space of all bounded complex-valued functions on
1. We shall proceed to investigate integrals of functions in BC(1 ) with
respect to (E)E # R . The values of those integrals will be functionals in P*m .
First we observe that for every f # BC(1 ) and for a fixed a # P the mapping
f V a such that
# [ f (#)a : 1  P
belongs to P : By the definition of a locally convex cone over K, for v # V
there is *>0 such that 0Pm a+*vm . If | f (#)|\ for all # # 1, then the
latter implies
0 f (#)a+| f (#)| v f (#)a+*\v
for all # # 1, hence f V a is uniformly bounded below on 1. However, even
if f is continuous, the mapping f V a need not be continuous with respect
to any of our topologies on P if the element a # P is not m-bounded.
We denote by /E the characteristic function on 1 of an interval E # R,
and by S the subcone of P of all P-valued step functions on 1, i.e.
functions h=ni=1 (/Ei V ai ) with Ei # R and ai # P. We define R -valued
integrals with respect to (E)E # R for these step functions by
|
1
h d= :
n
i=1
Ei (ai).
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It is straightforward to check that the sum on the right-hand side is inde-
pendent of the representation for h; more precisely: If h1h2+v~  for
h1 , h2 # S, then 1 h1 d1 h2 d+1.
Let us now consider a function f # BC(1) and a # P such that the
mapping f V a : 1  P is uniformly continuous with respect to the upper
topology on P; i.e. given =>0 there is $>0 such that f (#)a f (#$) a+=v
holds for all #, #$ # 1 satisfying |#&#$|$. A partition of 1 is a finite family
6=[Ei]ni=1 of disjoint intervals whose union is 1. If |6|=max[ |Ei |]
n
i=1
$, then for any choice of !i # Ei and the step function h6=
ni=1 (/Ei V f (!i)a) # S we have h f V a+=v~  and f V ah+=v~  . Thus
for any two partitions 61 and 62 of 1 such that both |61|, |62|$
and corresponding step functions h61 and h62 we infer that h61h62+2=v~ 
and h62h61+2=v~  , hence either 1 h61 d=1 h62 d=+ or
|1 h61 d&1 h62 d|=. Therefore the limit
+(a)= lim
|6|  0 |1 h6 d= lim|6|  0 :
n
i=1
Ei ( f (!i)a)
exists in R . For a fixed function f # BC(1) and varying a # P this limit defines
a monotone linear functional + on the subcone Cf of those elements a # P such
that f V a is uniformly continuous. Moreover, if \>0 is a bound for the
function f, then +(a)+(b)+\ holds for all a, b # Cf such that ab+v , hence
+ # \v% . Next we shall argue that +(a) may be alternatively expressed as
+(a)= inf
v # V
sup
h # S {|1 h d } h f V a+v~ = .
Indeed, given v # V there is $>0 such that h6 f V a+v~ for every
partition 6 such that |6|$. The right hand side of the above term is
therefore greater or equal +(a). On the other hand, given any =>0 and a
step function h # S such that h f V a+=v~  , then for every $>0 one can
find a partition 6 such that |6|$ and hh6+=v~  for the corresponding
step function h6 . Therefore 1 h d1 h6 d+=, hence 1 h d+(a),
which proves the reverse inequality. Using this, we shall say that the bounded
complex-valued function f on 1 integrable with respect to (E)E # R if the
functional + may be extended to a linear functional 1 f d # P*m such that
\|1 f d+ (a)= infv # V suph # S {|1 h d } h f V a+v~ =
= inf
v # V
sup
ai # P
Ei # R
{ :
n
i=1
Ei (ai ) } :
n
i=1
(/Ei V ai ) f V a+v~ = .
holds for all a # P. We are now ready to formulate our result.
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Theorem 3.3. Let (P, V ) be a locally convex cone over K. For every
regular linear functional + # P*m there exists a P*-valued m-integrating family
(E)E # R on 1 such that
+=|
1
# d ;
more precisely, for every a # P
+(a)= inf
v # V
sup
ai # P
Ei # R
{ :
n
i=1
Ei (ai) } :
n
i=1
(/Ei V ai )# V a+v~ = .
Proof. Let + # P*m be a regular linear functional on P. There is v # V
such that + # v%m . We shall first construct an m-integrating family (E)E # R
on 1. As before, let (P , V ) be the locally convex cone of all P-valued func-
tions on 1 that are uniformly bounded below. With each element a # P we
identify the function # V a # P . For a, b # P and v # V we have aPm b+vm
if and only if # V a# V b+v~ . Thus the mapping a [ # V a is an embedding
of (P, Vm) onto a subcone of (P , V ) and by the Extension Theorem (II.2.9
in [3]) the functional + # P*m may be extended to a functional +~ # P *; more
precisely: we have +~ # v~ %. Now for an interval E # R and a # P we set
E (a)=+~ (/E V a). Clearly E # v%/P*, and the mapping E [ E fulfils the
requirements for an m-integrating family on 1 with the neighborhood
v=v. All left to show is that +=1 # d in the sense of our preceding
definition: For a # Cm , a partition 6=[Ei]ni=1 of 1 and a corresponding
step function h6=ni=1 (/Ei V !ia) # S such that h# V a+=v~  and # V a
h+=v~  we have +(a)=+~ (# V a)+~ (h)+= and +~ (h)+~ (# V a)+(a)+=.
As +~ (h)=1 h d=ni=1 Ei (!ia), this shows
+(a)= lim
|6 |  0
:
n
i=1
Ei (!ia)= inf
v # V
sup
h # S {|1 h d } h# V a+v~ = ,
indeed. For a general a # P we have +(a)=sup[+(c) | c # Cm , cPm a] by
the regularity of +. For any c # Cm such that cPm a we have
+(c)= inf
v # V
sup
h # S {|1 h d } h# V c+v~ =
 inf
v # V
sup
h # S {|1 h d } h# V a+v~ = ,
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hence
+(a) inf
v # V
sup
h # S {|1 h d } h# V a+v~ = .
If on the other hand h# V a+=v~ , then 1 h d=+~ (h)+~ (# V a)+==
+(a)+=. Thus the reverse inequality holds as well, and we have
+(a)= inf
v # V
sup
h # S {|1 h d } h# V a+v~ =
in general. K
Note that all m~ -invertible elements a # P in a locally convex cone over K
are m-bounded, as a+b tm 0 and 0Pm b+\v for v # V and \>0 implies
that aPm (a+b)+\vPm v. Thus a # Cm . Therefore our result applies in
particular to a locally convex ordered topological vector space over C.
The mapping # [ #a is of the type eix [ ( |cos x| ak+|sin x| ak+1) for
x # [k?2, (k+1) ?2) and k=0, 1, 2, 3 with ak=eik?2a in this case. The
integral in Theorem 3.3 therefore reduces to a sum of four functionals
+k # P* such that
+(a)=+0 (a)++1 (ia)++2 ((&1)a)++3 ((&i)a).
In the case of a locally convex cone over R, where 1=[&1, +1], our
result simplifies considerably. Every linear functional + # P*m is regular then,
and the integral representation in Theorem 3.3 reduces to a sum of two
functionals. We shall formulate this case as a corollary.
Corollary 3.4. Let (P, V) be a locally convex cone over R. For every
linear functional + # P*m there exist +1 , +2 # P* such that
+(a)=+1 (a)++2 ((&1)a)
for all a # P.
Examples 3.5. (a) For P=Conv(C), the locally convex cone over C
introduced in Example 2.2(b), the dual cone P* consists only of positive
multiples of the functional ++ defined by
++(A)=sup[R(a) | a # A]
for all A # P. The modular dual P*m , however, is much larger, and not all
functionals + # P*m are regular. The integral representation in Theorem 3.3
may be read as an ordinary RiemanStieltjes integral in this case: For a
regular functional + # P*m there is an increasing real-valued function , on
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[0, 2?] such that the m-integrating family (E)E # R on 1 is given by Ee ix, e iy
=(,( y)&,(x)) ++ for 0x< y2?. Partitions [x0 , ..., xn] of the interval
[0, 2?] correspond to partitions 6=[Ee (i&1) x, e ix]ni=1 of 1. For bounded
(hence m-continuous) sets A # P the integral representation for + is
therefore given by
+(A)= lim
|6 |  0
:
n
i=1
(,(xi)&,(xi&1)) ++(!iA)
=|
2?
0
++(eixA) d,(x)
=|
2?
0
sup
a # A
[R(eixa)] d,(x).
Moreover, the regularity of + implies that +(A)=lim\   +(A & \2)
holds for every A # P, hence
+(A)= lim
\   |
2?
0
min[ sup
a # A
[R(eixa)], \] d,(x).
A non-regular functional + # P*m may be constructed as follows: For A # P
set +(A)=0 if ++(A)<+ and +(A)=+ else.
(b) Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and P the linear cone over
K of functions on X_K as in Example 2.2(d). For the neighborhoods v we
choose the strictly positive constant functions on X and for a suitable
subcone Q of P those K-valued functions f # P that are bounded below on
X_1 and such that for every fixed : # K the mapping x [ f (x, :) : X  K
is continous. Thus (Q, V ) is a locally convex cone over K, and the
m-continuous elements of Q are those functions in Q that are continuous
on the whole space X_K. By the Riesz Representation Theorem, every
+ # Q* coincides with the real part of the evaluation of a positive regular
Borel measure on X. We denote by M+(X ) the set of all those measures.
Thus, following Theorem 3.3, for every regular linear functional + # P*m
there is an M+(X )-valued m-integrating family (E)E # R on 1 such that
+( f )= lim
|6|  0
:
n
i=1
R(Ei (!i f ))= lim|6|  0
:
n
i=1
R \|X f (x, !i) dEi (x)+
for every continuous function f # Q, and
+( f )=sup[+(g) | g # Q & C(X_K), g f ]
for every f # Q in general.
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